
Stylische Weihnachtsbäume im Schwarz-Weiß-Design
Instructions No. 436
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

It doesn't always Red have to be and Gold a consistent black and white Christmas decoration looks very noble and can be integrated fantastically into many
living areas. In the jewellery and scrapbook section you will find a large selection of Selection matching borders, papers and beads, all of which can be
combined wonderfully 
A beautiful alternative to the green Christmas tree are these stylish bowling trees, which are enthroned on candle holders. The black and white borders are
accompanied by silver Sequins.

Here's how it works  

Make suitable templates for the cones from Paper. Transfer these onto the
fabric and decorative fleece with the masking pen and cut out the shape.
Attach the cut-outs with tape-Ribbon on the cones and fix them additionally
with Pins.

Alternatively you can glue Décopatch on the cone-Paper.

Decorate the cones to your taste with borders, bows Sequins and ribbons.
On the third cone you place spiral-wound Chenille wire and fix it with
decoration-Pins. 
Important: The snails become smaller towards the top.
To finish, put the cones silver wooden stars on Lace . For this, fix two stars
with hot glue to a piece of plug wire.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
579049 Strass-Stone-stickers assorted, Ø 4-6mm 1
600316 Polystyrene cone 26 cm 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
302920 Marker pen, Prym 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
620062 VBS Steel pins, 18 mm, 50 g 1
650519-01 VBS Chenille wire, 10 piecesBlack 1
652568-80 VBS Pompons, 15 mm, 60 piecesWhite 1
652568-77 VBS Pompons, 15 mm, 60 piecesBlack 1
600088 Polystyrene cone 20 cm 1
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